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My invention relates to a side frame for a 

railway. car truck and more particularly to a well 
known type of such structure generally desig 
nated a truss side frame. Such a frame is com 
monly formed with a tension member, a compres 
sion member, and spaced columns joining said 
members at intermediate points to form there 
between'an opening for connection to the'load 
carrying member. Such frames may or may not 
have the journal boxes integrally formed there 
with. ' . 

For many years such frames have been pro 
duced by a process of casting because the com 
plexity of the design made it extremely di?lcult 
to fabricate such ‘a structure capable of passing 
the rigid test‘ requirements to which they are 
commonly subjected. with the advent of weld 
ing various abortive efforts have been made to 
design‘ a truss type side frame fabricated from 
standard rolled sections welded together. None 
of the proposed designs, however, have been suc 
cessful from a practical commercial standpoint, 
An objectof my invention? is to devise a form 

of truss side frame built up from standard rolled 
‘sections welded together in such a manner as to 
form a compact structure capable of meeting the 
present rigid test requirements while at the 
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same time comprising a relatively light weight ~ 
structure. , , \ 

A more specific object of- my invention is to 
devise a truss type side frame wherein the ten 
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sion member and compression member are each - 
formed of a single piece of seamless steel tubing. 
Another object of my invention is to devise a 

welded type of side frame built up of standard 
rolled sections which is suitable for use with an 
integrally welded'iournal box. ' 
My invention further ' w‘comlprehends various 

novel details of construction and assembly, the 
-ieatures of which will bemoreapparent from a 
consideration of the drawings and‘ the descrip 
tive material forming a part of this application. 
Figure 1 is a .side elevation of my novel side 

frame design, only one half of- the structure being 
shown inasmuch as it is ‘the same at opposite 
ends; ' - - ' “ 

Figure‘ 1A is an end view ofthe structureshown 
in Figure 1, the view being taken substantially 

. as indicated by‘ the line A-A'of1"lgure1and 
showing the manner in which the tension and 
compression members are merged‘ at each end 
‘of the frame; ‘a , - I ' 

t; Figure 2 is a, top plan' view; of the structure 
shown in Figure 1,.and Figure 3vis a‘bottom 
planthereof; - ._ -.-. 

7 4-4 of Figure 1; - 

Figure 5 is a sectional view through the frame ' 

Figure 4 is a sectional view through the struc 
ture shown in Figures ,1 to 3, the section being 
taken substantially in the vertical plane bisect 
ing it transversely and as indicated by the line 

structure betweenv the journal box and the 
column taken substantially in the planes indi 
‘cated by the line 5-4 of Figure 1. 
My novel side frame structure is illustrated 

in Figures 1 to 5 wherein the tension member 
I" and compression member I08 are formed of 
separate sections of seamless tubing or similar 
rolled sections forged to the shapes shown and 
horizontally trimmed at their ends before the 
forming operation in ‘order to permit the tapering 
end shape best seen from a consideration of the 
top plan view of Figure 2 and to facilitate the 
welding operation between said members to form 
'a single box section at the ends thereof. The 
tension and compression members I06 and III. 
are welded as at Ii I where their inner edges abut 
and also along their longitudinal abutting edges 
as indicated at “2 where the trimmed portions 
have been cut away so that the two members 
merge to form a single member over the journal 
box having. the section best indicated by the end 
view of Figure 1A. The said trimming operation 
permits the saving of some metal and ‘accommo 
dates a more. compact arrangement over the 
journal box I." which is welded thereto and pro 
vided with the reinforcing welded U-shaped 
gusset II‘. The central portion of the frame 
shown in this modification has‘ the spring» seat 
member I,“ welded on the horizontal portion of 
‘the top chord of the tension member I” with 
reinforcing ribs ll‘ andv 'I II and has the beaded 

. vertical ?anges III and III forming the trough 

40 
like spring seat portion, all of said members being 
welded along their abutting edges as illustrated. 
The column I“ has secured thereto a column 
guide member I28 with the central verticaljguide ' 
?ange I28.‘ The brake ‘hanger bracket I" is se 

_ cured at the juncture of the column Ill and the 
tension member I". A reinforcing means is 
provided between the tension member I" and _ 
the compression member I" outwardly of the 
columns in the form of the large plate gusset 
I32 which is welded about its periphery to the 
tension member, and compression member and 

i . also along its inner edge in abutment with the 
column I24. The said gusset "2 is also welded 

. along its outermost edge as at Ill to the U 
55 shaped gusset "Land said gusset (I8! is welded. v 



2 
between the tension member I08 and the com 
pression member I". 

It is‘to be understood that I do not wish to be 
limited by the exact embodiment of the device 
shown which is merely by way of illustration and 
not limitation as various and other forms of the 
device will of course be apparent to those skilled 
in the art without departing from the spirit of 
the invention or the scope of the claims. ' 

I claim: 
1. In a truss side‘ frame comprising tension 
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and compression members formed of seamless ' 
tubing, each of said members having an approx 
imatély oval cross-section throughout its length 
and merging with the other of said members 
adjacent the ends thereof to form a substantially 
integral structure, spaced vertical chan nelyshaped 
rolled members welded between said tension and 
compression members to form bolster guide col 
umns, and gusset members welded between said 
tension and compression members adjacent their 
merging ends, each of said gusset members com 

' prising a plurality of webs in planes parallel 
to the plane de?ned by saidtension and com 
pression members, and at least one web trans 
verse thereto. . 

, 2. In combination, a welded side frame com 
prising tubular tension and compression mem 
bers of generally oval cross-section merging ad 
jacent their ends in a portion larger than any 
cross-section through either of said members, 
said tension member comprising a horizontal 
spring seat portion and diagonal end portions, 
a spring seat welded on said taision member 
and extending therealong from approximately 
the midpoint of one of said diagonal portions 
to approximately the midpoint of the other 
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thereof, and a plurality of channel members - 
welded between said spring seat and said com 
pression member to form bolster guide columns. 

3. In a welded truss side frame, tension and 
compression members of seamless tubing of gen 
erally oval shape from end to end and merging 
adjacent their ends in an integral structure of 
box-section having’a greater cross-section than 
any section through either of said members, said 
tension member comprising a horizontal spring 
seat portion and diagonal end portions, a spring‘ 
seat of channel section welded on said tension 
member and extending from approximately the 
midpoint of one of said end portions ‘therealong 
to approximately’ the midpoint of the other 
thereof, and channel guide column members 
welded between said spring seat and said com 
pression member. . Y 

“ 4. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members having substantially oval 
cross-section and merging adjacent their ends 
in a portion of relatively large cross-section as 
compared with that of either of said members, 
said tension member comprising a central hori 
zontal spring seat portion and diagonal end por 
tions, 8 spring seat welded to said tension mem 
ber therealong between approximately the mid 
points of said diagonal portions, and guide col 
umns welded between said compression member 
and said spring seat adjacent the ends of said 
horizontal portion. 7 ‘ 

' 5. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression’ members of substantially oval cross 
section merging adjacent their ends in portions 
of relatively large cross-section as compared with 
either of said members, each of said members 
comprising a horizontal central portion and di 
agonal end portions, spaced struts welded be 
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tween said members and merging with said com 
pression member adjacent the ends of said hori 
zontal portion, and a spring seat continuously 
welded along said tension member between ap 
proximately the midpoints of said diagonal por 
tions. 

6. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
‘ compression members of substantially oval cross 
section merging adjacent their ends in portions 
of relatively large cross-section as compared with 
either of said members, each of said members 
comprising a horizontal central portion and di 
agonal end portions, spaced struts welded be 
tween said members and merging with said com 
pression-member adjacent the ends of said hori 
zontal portion, and a spring seat welded along 
said tension member between approximately the 
midpoints of said diagonal portions, said spring 
seat con?ning the lowerends of said- struts and 
being welded thereto. ' 

'7. A welded truss side frame comprising tu 
bular tension and compression members of sub 
stantially box-section merging adjacent their 
ends in a box-section of substantially greater 
area than other portions of said members, said 
tension member comprising a horizontal portion 
and diagonal end portions, spaced struts welded 
between said members, and a spring seat portion 
welded to said tension member entirely there 
along between approximately the midpoints of 
said end portions, said spring seat portion com 
prising ?anges embracing and welded to‘the 
lower ends of said struts. . 

8. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members of generally oval cross 
section, each of‘ said members having a rela 
tively wide and shallow section adjacent the 
midportion thereof and gradually changing into 
a relatively deep and narrow portion adjacent 
the ends thereof, said members merging at their 
end portions in a box-section of greater area 
than either of said members elsewhere, said 
frame comprising spaced guide columns welded 
between said tension and compression members 
to form a bolster opening and spaced windows, 
and a spring seat continuously welded along said 
tension member from one of said windows to the 
other thereof. 

9. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members of generally oval cross‘ 
section, each of said members having a relatively 
wide and shallow section adjacent the midpor 
tion thereof and gradually changing into a rela 
tively deep and narrow portion adjacent the ends 
‘thereof, said members merging at their end por 
tions in a box-section of greater area than either 
of said members elsewhere, said frame compris 
ing spaced guide columns welded between said 
tension and compression members 'to form a bol 
ster opening and spaced windows, and a spring 
seat continuously welded along said tension 
member from one of said windows to the other 
thereof, said spring seat comprising vertical 
?anges embracing the feet of‘said columns and 
welded thereto. _ - 

10. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members .ofgenerally oval cross 
section, each of said members having a relatively 
wide and shallow section adjacent the midpor 
tion thereof and gradually changing into a rela 
tively deep and narrow portion adjacent the 
ends thereof, said members merging at their end 
portions in a box-section of greater area than 
either of said members elsewhere, said frame 
comprising spaced guide columns welding be-v 
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of said members comprising a central norizo -, 
' tal portion and diagonal end portions merging‘ 

tween said tension compressionmembers to 
fonn a bolster opening'and spaced .windows, a 
spring seat continuously welded along said ten 
sion member from one of said windows to the 
other thereof. said spring seat comprising ver 
tical ?anges embracing the feet of said columns 
and welded theretdand bolster guide means cen 
trally secured on said columns both vertically 
and laterally thereof and spaced from said ten 
sion and compression members. 1 ' ~ 10 

11. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 1 
compression members of generally oval cross~sec 
tion, each of, said members having a‘relatively 

A wide and shallow section adjacent-the mid 
portion thereof and gradually changing into a‘ 
relatively deep and narrow portion adjacent the 
ends thereof, said members merging at their end 
portions in a boxfsection of greater area than 
either of said members elsewhere, said frame 
comprising spaced guide columns welded between - 
said tension and compression members to form 
a bolster opening and spaced windows, a spring 
seat continuously welded along said tension 
member from one of said windows .to the other 
thereof, said spring seat comprising vertical 
?anges embracingthe feet, of said columns and 
welded thereto, and bolster guide means ,- cen 
trally secured on said columns both vertically 
and laterally thereof and spaced from said ten 
sion and compression members, said guide means ‘ 
comprising a vertical cylindrical surface inter 
rupted centrally ‘thereof _by .a vertical guide 
?ange. - > 

t 12. In a welded side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of oval section merg- 1 
ing adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers elsewhere, both of said members comprising 
a horizontal midportion and diagonal'end por 
tions, a spring seat welded along said tension 
member between approximately the midpoints of 
its diagonal portions, and spaced struts welded 
between said members and merging with one of 
said members adjacentthe ends of said horizon 
tal portion. ' ‘ - 

13. In a welded side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of oval section merg 
ing adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub-~ 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers-elsewhere, both‘ of said members‘ compris 
ing a horizontal midportion and diagonal end 
portions, a spring seat welded along said tension 
member between approximately the midpoints 
.of ‘its diagonal portions, and ‘spaced struts weld 
ed between said members and merging with one 
of said'members adjacent the ends of said hori~ 
nontal portion, the lower ends, of said struts be 
ing welded tov said spring seat. ‘ 

a rite. 

adjacent their ends in a section of substantially 
greater depth than either of said members," , 
spaced struts welded between said members to 
form ‘therewith a bolster opening and spaced 
windows, and composite gussets welded in each 
of said windows and comprising a plurality of 
webs in planes parallel to the plane defined by 
said members and at least one web transverse 
thereto.‘ ' - ’ 

_16. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of oval section, each 
of said members comprising a central horizontal ' 
portion and diagonal end portions merging ad 
Jacent their ends in a section of substantially 
greater depththan either of said members,- spaced 
struts welded between said members to form 
therewith‘a bolster opening and spaced windows, 
composite gussets welded in each of said windows 
and comprisinga plurality of webs in planes ‘ 
parallel to the plane defined by said members 
and at least one web transverse thereto, and a 
spring seat welded along said tension member 

, between approximately the midpoints of said 
windows. _ 

17. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of oval section, each of 
said members comprising a central horizontal 
portion and diagonal end portions merging ad 
jacent their ends in a section of substantially 
greater depth than‘ either of said, members, 

- spaced struts welded between said members to 
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form therewith a bolster opening and spaced 
windows, composite gussets welded in each of 
said windows and comprising a plurality of webs 
in planes parallel to the plane de?ned by said 
members and at least one web transverse thereto, 
and a spring seat welded along said tension mem 
ber between approximately the midpoints of said 
windows, said spring seat having vertical ?anges 
embracing the feet of said struts and welded 
thereto. _. ‘ 

18. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
_ and compression members of box-section merg 

in'g adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers elsewhere.’each of said members comprising. 

- a horizontal "central portion and diagonal and 
portions, Said end portions having greater depth 
of section1 throughout their length than the depth 

l of section of said horizontal portion and gradu 

14. In a welded side frame, tubular tension and ‘ 
compression members of oval section merging ad- . 
jacent their ends in a box-section of su tanti ally 
greater depth than either of said mem rs else 
where, both of said members comprising a hori 
zontal midportion and diagonal end portions, a 
spring seat welded along said tension member be 
tween approximately the midpoints of its diag 
onal portions, and spaced struts welded between 
said members and merging with one of said mem 
bersadjacent the ends of said horizontal por 
tion, the lower ends of. said struts being welded 
to said spring seat,.said spring seat comprising 
vertical ?anges embracing the lower ends of said 

_ struts and welded thereto. , ' 

15. ‘In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
- and compressionmembers ~of oval-section, each 
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ally increasing in depth from said horizontal por 
tion toward the extremity thereof. ",d _ 

19. In a welded side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members of generally oval section 
merging adjacent their ends in a box section of 
substantially greater depth than either of said 
members elsewhere, each of said members com 
prising a horizontal central portion and a di-. 
agonally arranged end portion, both of said mem-' 
bers having 'a section of relatively shallow depth 
along the horizontal portion and a gradually in 
creasing depth therefrom toward. the point of 
mergence of said members where maximum depth 
is aiforded. I 

20. In a built-up side‘ frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of box-section mergI 
ing adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers elsewhere, both of said members comprising 
a horizontal central portion and diagonally ar 
ranged end portions, both of said members hav-, 
'ing a box-section‘ of relatively shallow depth 
along the horizontal portion thereof and a gradu 
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ally increasing depth therefrom toward the point 
of mergence of said members where maximum 
depth is afforded, and a Spring seat continuously 
welded along said tension member between ap 
proximately the midpoints of' its diagonal por 
tions. ' 

21. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of box-section merg 
ing adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers elsewhere, both of said members comprising 
a horizontal central portion and diagonally ar 
ranged end portions, both of said members having 
a box-section of relatively shallow depth along 
the horizontal portion thereof and a gradually 
increasing depth therefrom toward the point of 
mergence of said members where maximum depth 
is afforded, a spring seat continuously welded 
along said tension member between approximate 
ly the midpoints of its diagonal portions, and 
spaced struts welded between said members ad 
jacent the ends of said horizontal portions to form 
a bolster opening. 

22. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of box-section merg 
ing adjacent their ends in a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem— 
bers elsewhere, both of said members comprising 
a horizontal central portion and diagonally ar 
ranged end portions, both of said members hav 
ing a box-section of relatively shallow depth 
along the horizontal portion thereof and a gradu- _ 
ally increasing depth therefrom toward the point 
of mergence of said members where maximum 
‘depth is afforded, a spring seat continuously 
welded along ‘said tension ‘member between ap 
proximately the midpoints of its diagonal por 
tions, and spaced struts welded between said 
members adjacent the ends of said horizontal 
portions to form a bolster opening, said spring 
seat having vertical ?anges embracing the feet 
of said struts and welded thereto. 

23. In a truss side frame comprising tension 
and compression members formed of seamless 
tubing, each of said members having an approxi 
mately oval cross-section throughout its length 
and merging with the other of said members ad 
jacent the ends thereof to form a substantially 
integral structure, spaced vertical channel 
shaped rolled members welded between said ten 
sion and compression members to form bolster 
guide columns, and gusset members welded be 
tween said tension and compression members ad 
jacent their merging ends, each of said gusset 
members comprising a plurality of webs in planes 
parallel to the plane de?ned by said tension and 
compression members. 

24. In a truss side frame comprising tension 
and compression members formed of seamless 
tubing, each of said members having an approxi 
mately oval cross-section throughout its length 
and merging with the other of said members ad 
jacent the ends thereof to form a substantially 
integral structure, spaced vertical channel 
shaped rolled. members welded between said ten 
sion and compression members to form bolster 
guide columns, gusset members welded between 
said tension and compression members adjacent 
their merging'ends. each of said gusset members 
comprising a plurality of webs in planes parallel 
to the plane de?ned'by said tension and compres 
‘sion members, and Journal boxes welded to said 
frame at the opposite ends thereof. 

25. In combination, a welded side frame com 
prising tubular' tension and compression mem 
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bers of generally oval cross-sectionmerging ad 
jacent their ends in a portion larger than any 
cross-section through either of said members, said 
tension member comprising a horizontal spring 
seat portion and diagonal end portions, 8. 
spring seat welded on said tension member ' 
and extending therealong from approximately 
the midpoint of one of said diagonal portions to 
approximately the midpoint of the other thereof, 
and a plurality of channel members welded be 
tween said spring seat and said compression 
member to form bolster guide columns, and com 
posite gusset members welded between said ten 
sion and compression members, each of said gus 
set members comprising a plurality of webs in 
planes parallel to the Plane of said frame. 

26. In a welded truss side frame, tension and 
compression members of seamless tubing of gen 
erally oval shape from end to end and merging 
adjacent their ends in an integral structureof 
box-section having a greater cross-section than 
any section through either of said members, said 
tension member comprising a horizontal spring 
seat portion and diagonal end portions, a spring 
seat of channel section welded on said tension 
member and extending from approximately the 
midpoint of one of said end portions therealong 
to approximately the midpoint of the other there 
of, and channel guide column members welded 
between said spring seat and said compression 
member, and gusset means welded between said 
tension and compression members, each of said 
gusset means comprising a plurality of webs in 
planes parallel to the plane of said frame. 

27. In a welded truss side frame, tension and 
compression members of seamless tubing of gen 
erally oval shape from end to end and merging 
adjacent their ends in an integral structure of 
box-section having a greater cross-section than 
any section through either of said members, said 
tension member comprising a horizontal spring 
seat portion and diagonal end portions, a spring 
seat of channel section welded on said tension 
member and extending from approximately the 
midpoint of one of said end portions therealong 
to approximately the midpoint of the other there 
of, and channel guide column members welded 
between said spring seat and said compression 
member, and journal boxes welded to said tension 
member at the ends of said frame. 

28. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 
compression members having substantially oval 
cross-section and merging adjacent their ends in 
a portion of relatively large cross-section as com 
pared with that of either of said members, said 
tension member comprising a central horizontal 
spring seat portion and diagonal end portions, a 

' spring seat welded to said tension member there 
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along between approximately the midpoints of 
said diagonal portions, and guide columns welded 
between said compression member and said spring 
seat adjacent the ends of said horizontal portion, 
and gusset means welded between said tension 
and compression members and comprising a web 
in a plane parallel to they plane of said frame, and 
a web transverse thereto. 

29. In a truss side frame, tubular tension and 4 
compression members having substantially oval 
cross-section and merging adjacent their ends 
in a portion or relatively large cross-section as 
compared with that of either of said members, 
said tension member comprising a central hori 
zontal spring seat portion and diagonal end po'r 
tions, a spring seat welded to said tension mem» 
ber there along between approximately the mid 
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points of’ saiddiagonal portions, and guide ‘col 
umns welded between said compression member 
and ‘said spring seat adjacent the ends of said 
horizontal‘ portion,pand journal boxes welded to 

‘ opposite ends-of-said frame. 
30.‘A ‘welded truss. side ‘frame comprising 

5 
’ comprising spaced guide columns ‘welded between 

tubular tension and compression members of i ' 
substantially box-section merging adjacent their 
ends in abort-section of substantially greater area 
than other .portionsof said members,‘ said ten 10 
sion’member comprising a horizontal ‘portion and "‘ 
‘diagonal end portions, spaced struts welded be 
tween, ‘said members; and a spring seat portion 

L welded to said tension member entirely there 
along between vapproximately the midpoints of 

said tension and compression members to form 
a bolster opening and spaced windows, a spring 
seat continuously welded along said tension mem 
bar from one of said windows to the other there 
of, said spring seat comprising vertical ?anges 
‘embracing the feet of said columns and welded 
thereto, and bolster guide means centrally se 
cured on said columns both vertically and lat 

1 erally thereof and spaced from‘ said tension and 
compression members, said guide means compris 
ing a vertical cylindrical surface interrupted cen 

- trally thereof by a vertical guide ?ange, and 

15' 
said end p'ortions,'said spring seat portion com- I 
prising flanges-‘embracing and welded to the 

--‘l0wer'v_ends of said struts, and gusset means 
welded between said members at each end of said ' 

, frame,.'each ofsaid gusset-means comprising a 
'Web. transverse to the plane of said frame, and 
a web parallel therewith. 

31. In a truss sideframe, tubular tension and v 
‘ compression members . of generally oval cross—‘ 
' section, each of said members having a relatively 
wide and shallowsection adjacent the, midpor 
tion thereof and gradually-changing into a rel 
atively 'deep and narrow. portion adjacent the 
ends thereof; said members merging at their end 

1 portions in'a box-section or greater area than 
either of said- members elsewhere, said frame 
comprising spaced guide columns welded be 

_ tween said tension and compression members to 
iorm'a bolster opening vandspaced windows, and 
a spring seat continuo'usly'welded along said ten-' 
sion member from-one of said windows to the 
other'thereof, said spring seat comprising ver 
tical ?anges‘ embracing the‘ feet of said'columns 
and welded thereto, and gusset means welded be-_ 
‘tween said members at each end of said frame, 
each of said 'gussetmeans comprising a plurality 

’ of webs parallel to they plane of said frame. 
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gusset means welded between said tension and 
compression members at each end of the frame, 
each of said‘gusset means comprising a web 
transverse to the plane of said frame, and a web 
parallel to said plane. ‘ 

.33. In a built-up side frame, tubular; tension 
and compression members of oval section, each 
of said members comprising a central horizontal 
portion and diagonal end portions merging M118’ 
cent their ends in a section of substantially great 
er depth than either oi’ said members, spaced 
struts welded between said members to form 

, therewith a bolster opening and spaced windows, 
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32. In'a truss side frame, tubular tension and > 
compression ‘members of generally oval cross-. 
section, each of said'members :having a rela 

‘ ' tively wide and shallow section adjacent the mid- ,7 
' portion] thereof and‘ gradually changing into a 

" relatively deep and narrow portion adjacentthe 
ends thereof. said members merging at their'end , ‘ frame. 

pportions in abox-section-oi greater area than 
either‘ of said. members elsewhere, said frame 

and composite gussets welded in each of said 
windows and comprising a plurality of webs in 
planes parallel to the plane defined by said 

‘ members. 

_ 34. In a built-up side frame, tubular tension 
and compression members of box-section merg 
ing adjacent their ends inf a box-section of sub 
stantially greater depth than either of said mem 
bers elsewhere, both of said members comprising 
'a horizontal central portion and diagonally ar 

‘ ranged end portions, both of [said members hav 
ing a box-section of relatively shallow depth 
along the horizontal portion thereof and a grad: 
ually increasing depth therefrom toward the ’ 
point of mergence of said members where max- ~ 
imum depth is afforded, and a spring seat con 
,tinucusly welded along said tension member be 
tween approximately the midpoints of its di 
agonal portions, and gusset means welded be 
tween said members at each end of the frame, 
each of said gussetmeans comprising a-plurality 

planes‘parallel to the plane of said 

ROBERT B. co'rramn. 


